
Critical Approaches Presentation:  
Due: ___________ 

 
Each group should prepare a Google slides presentation describing the critical reading you are 
applying to your text. Please put your initials in the corner of each slide you are responsible for. 
You will be graded on the slides you present. You will each be responsible for 4 slides, 2 with a 
quote and 2 with analysis, and as a group you will need to introduce and conclude your 
presentation together. Remember to make your slides visually appealing, with large, easy to 
read font, interesting images, and pleasing color schemes. Your presentation should be around 
8-10 minutes. You need to do the following in your Google slides presentation: 
  

● Introduction 
○ Your names 
○ Explain the definition of the critical lens you are applying 
○ your strategy for reading (how you found your quotes)  

● 6-8 quotes from the text that are relevant in this reading (depending on number of 
people in group) 

● Analysis of each quote (done by the person who selected the quote)  
● Conclusion 

○ Overall statement made in this reading  
○ Thank your audience  

 
1) Archetypal- (religious patterns: garden of eden/ jesus’ resurrection) 

a) Raine, Jabez, Dylan, Emily 
2) Biographical (participation in war/D- Day → the conclusion) 

a) Kayla C., Romaney, Allison, Jemely 
3) New Historical (WW2) war references 

a) Mahum, Julian, Lucy, Elizabeth  
4) Psychological (Freudian)- Id, ego, superego 

a) Herman, Austin, Gia  
5) Formalist (Setting)/ Post-Colonial- positive & negative diction of nature & colonial 

mindset  
a) Rebecca, Huong, Daniela T., Hakop 

 
6) Allegorical- (characters as symbols for government & leadership styles) -  

a) Madison, Cristian, Chris, Andrea 
7) Biographical (dad as scientist) - Survival of the fittest & use of technology 

a) Eugenia, Anthony, Renzo, Nayelly 
8) New Historical (Cold War fear & Red Scare)  

a) Kayla G., Jeremy, Huong, Samera  
9) Psychological (Nature vs. Nurture) - relation to parents  

a) Armen, Gema, Johnny, Jair 
10) Formalist (savagery vs. civilization) hair motif, clothes, hygiene, and behavior  



a) Shaheer, Katrin, Brandon, Amy 
 


